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Anti-depression
politics shakes up
the 1982 elections
by Molly Kronberg

On May 18 in the Pennsylvania Democratic gubernatorial primary, the
machine-endorsed candidate, an incumbent Congressman named Alan Ertel,
got only 55 percent of the vote. Coming in second, with 20 percent of the
vote statewide and 35 percent of the vote in Philadelphia was Steve Douglas,
the candidate endorsed by the National Democratic Policy Committee. With
a shoestring budget, and a fulltime campaign staff of only 11 people in one of
the largest states in the country, Douglas won 147,000 votes statewide. He
swept black, hispanic, and Italian-American wards in Philadelphia. Demo
cratic party officials in various parts of the country, and in Washington,
D. C. , have correctly interpreted this phenomenon. Privately many remarked
that if the National Democratic Policy Committee got fully involved in local
level caucuses, precinct work, and the like, it could take over the entire
Democratic Party.
What is the National Democratic Policy Committee, and where did it
come from?
In 1980 the internationally known economist Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
sought the Democratic Party presidential nomination on the basis that his
candidacy was the only one qualified to reconstruct the kind of alliance
labor, farmer, minority, and small businessman-which has traditionally
been the constituency of the Democratic Party. LaRouche insisted that it was
his competence as an economist, at a time when the United States was
already being forced into depression by the interest-rate policies of Jimmy
Carter and his Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker, which made La
Rouche the only candidate who could re-establish the anti-depression base
built by Franklin D. Roosevelt in the 1930s.
In August 1980, it became obvious that Jimmy Carter had locked up the
Democratic convention to ensure his own renomination as the party's
candidate-and, as LaRouche emphasized, Carter's nomination meant that
the Democratic Party would be demolished at the polls.
In August-September 1980 LaRouche and his associates founded the
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Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. (c), Chairman of the N DPCs Advisory Comminee, at a reception following a February address which drew
some 200 committee activists to Washington, D. C. At left is a Virginia chapter chairman, Karen Nafziger.
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as our report below on the party leadership's machina

or being a "post-industrial" services- and entertainment
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The international factor
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We include in this Special Report rundowns on
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mains to be seen.
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